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We have great pleasure in inaugurating our new venture with the 
pUblication of the first volume of our Lalbhai Da'lpatbhai Series. We 
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scheme for Publication of Rare Manuscripts and for giving us the 
pUblication grant-in-aid for editing and printing the same. 

Though Siviiditya's Saptapadarthi has been published more than once, 
its Commentary by Jinavardhana Suri is being published for the first time. 
Althougb it is not certain that this is the olciest Commentary, we can 
say witb confidence that it is the best among the known Commentaries 
on the Saptapadarthi. 

It is no wonder that a Jaina Acarya wrote a commentary 00 a 
Yaise~ika text, as it was customary for the Jaina author,; to assist 
their pupils by producing g'JOd help-books or guide-uo')ki on v.!rioui 
subjects. One who is acquainted with the ~IS5. of the Jain I Bhandaras 
can testify the fact that J aina monks while reading the text from Mss. 
not only corrected the Mss. but aiso wrote some notes in the margin 
for the guidance of otbers. Later on such notes became the nucleus for 
some bigger Commentary. Sometimes the scholar while reading Mss. was 
not satisfied in writing the short notes in the margin and, hence, there 
was a birth of a nicc commentary like the one under publication. 

I must thank Dr. J. S. JeUy for his ready co-operation in editing 
this volume. I must also thank Shri Jayanti Dalal and Shri Shantilal 
Shah of the Vasant Press, Ahmedabad, for their c0-operation in printing 
the volume. Pt. Arnbalal Shah was very much helpful in correcting the 
proofs. My thanks are also due to him. 

L. D. Institute of Indology 
Ahmedabad - 9 

11-5-'63 

Dalsukh Mal vania 
Directof 



Introduction. 

Historical Positiou (If jai'listll: 

All the existing Indian philosophical systems excepting the Carvaka 
have their close connection with the chief ancient religions of India. viz .• 

BrahmaJ:la or Vedic. Jaina and Bauddha. When we examine the literary 
work of these three Ieligions we find that Acaryas of these different religions 
studied the works of other religions. Their study of other systems is 
generally seen, when they have to refute the rival schools in their 
dialectical works. It is. however. not usual to find a scholar following 

one religion writing a work independently or in the form of a commentary 

on the tenets of other religions. There are however a few exceptions. 

For example. Durveka Misra and Arcata. though followers of BrahmaIJism. 
wrote commentaries on the Helubindu of Dharmakirti, a famous Buddhist 

logician. The Jainacaryas provide, however. more examples of this type 
of activity. They have contributed in the form of commentaries to the 
secular as well as non-secular works of the non-J aina writers. I 

At the outset one is tempted. to ask the question as to why the 
Jainacaryas should have gone out of their way to contribute to the 
literature of other schools. In order to understand this problem it is 
necessary to trace the historical position of Jainism in the main current 
of Indian culture. 

Scholars are now unanimous in their opinion that Jainism as a 

distinct sect had its existence before Buddha. 

In the history of Indian culture Jainas and Buddhists are known 
as ~ramal)as. A sort of antagonism between Sramal)as and BrahmaJ:las 
appears to have become part of the old tradition. The compound 
>.>l''fOT-'iI'mm{ according to the Pal)ini rule' ~t :q f?riht: ~~<lf1r'.fi: is a clear 

indication of the same. 

This item of our tradition requires some close consideration. For 
this purpose it would be interesting to note the rise of Sramal)a !lects in 
their early relation to BrahmaJ:lical schools as well as the historical 

1. Vide, ~~ w.~tr\ ~ f;J~Till <CI it!f;](t. ~r~~~ ~'. q~ ':I., art: ~, by 
Shri Agarchand Nahata. 

2. Pf\taiijala Mahabb:l~.\·a, (Bombay), Vu\. II. p. 5:1U. 
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developments of their churches. I shall limit myself to Jainas though 

the general problem of the rise of Srama/.1as pertains to all the 8rama/.1a 
sects. 

The Siitrakrt5.nga I of J ainas and the Brahmaj5.la-Sutta 3 of Bauddhas 

refer to a great number of sects other than their own. Some of these may 

be Yeriic while the others are non-Vedic and SramaQa. Of these sects 

the historicity of the three Srama/.1a sects, viz. those of Jainas, Bauddhas 

and Ajivakas is generally accepted by the scholars. 

There is however a controversy about the origin of these Sramal)a 

sects. The older view is that these Srama/.1a sects were more or less so 

many protests against the orthodox Vedic cult. The strongest argument 

in favour of this view is that our oldest extant literature comprises Vedas 

including Brahmal.las and Upani~ads. The canonical works of Jainas and 

Bauddhas are much later and assume the existence of the Vedas and 

Vedism. Naturally therefore one becomes inclined to regard these sects 

represented by later literature as in some way related to the older Vedism. 

However, a more critical and thorough examination of the Vedic 
as well as of 8ramaQa sacred texts has given birth to the hypothesis of 
the independent origin of these SramalJa sects. Not only that. but this 
study has also suggested the possibility of some of the Vedic sects like 
Saivism, schools like Sil.ilkhya-Yoga and some of the Bhakti cults being 

non-Vedic in origin. The bases of this hypothesis are the latest archaeo

logical researches, phiiologicil fIndings an·d ah'J the liteTJ.ry evidences. 

Let us briefly review these different sources of the history. 
-------------- -- -- ---------------------

1. Sut. refers to the creeds prevalent in the time of Mahlvira. They are 

(1) fCfi~lql<{, (~)_a{fiRm<{. (:3) ~1<r:n~ and (4) fq<[~, The· same Sut. 

states that these four great creeds comprise 363 schools. Vide Sut. I-xii-! 
also d. Sthil.nailga 4.1-35, Bhagavati 30-P:;25, Uttaradhyayana It1-23 and 

Nandi 47. 

t. fiJS. in DN enumerates 6:2 schools under the chief eight heads. viz; 

(1) ~({'.n~. (2) n:~'if«m'li, (3) ar;:CfTif~a'-li, 0) 3HHTP-fCf@Q'fj (5) an~

~~q"''!!i, (6) \!~qr~Tnfir'fj, (7) ~~<i1~ and (1') R~~fOfiiIT<r.iTf~ DN 1-12-39. 

also cf. Svetasvatara. 1-2. It enumerates (1) ~~ (2) ~n:nq<mf. (3) 

f"'11Jf~m~, (4) :q~~, (5) l{n;n~, (6) ~:n~. and (7) t~\<IT~. It should he 

noted that according to the works of the Jaina canon referred to al\ the five 

Vadas excepting ~"re: and ~'fR come under the head of fili~l~ 

while ~nql~ comes under the head of a{rq;~T<rrG. For detailed study 

vide. Schools and Sects in Jaina Literature by A. C. Sen. 
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The archaeological researches have now definitely proved the existence 

of a highly developed culture with which the one reflected in Vedas and 
Brlhma.l)as looks rural if not primitive. We may refer to the City culture 
of the Indus Valley Civilization. l The existence of the images of Proto
Siva and Sakti in the monuments at Mohenjo-Daro and Harappa points 

. in the direction of the image-worship which was later on accepted by all 

Indian sects. It should be noted here that in the Vedas there is very 
little evidence of the cult of image-worship. 

Similarly philologists have now shown that the Sanskrit language 
that was codified by Pal)ini was not the pure Aryan Vedic language. Many 
non-Vedic words current in the languages of the different regions of this 
country were absorbed in Sanskrit language with the assimilation of the 
different non-Vedic cults into Vedic cult. Here we are concerned with 
the word Piijana' used in the sense of worship. The Vedic Aryans used 
the word Yajana in the sense of their daily sacrificial worship. They had 
no concern with image-worship. The word Piijana indicates quite a different 
mode of worship which must have been then prevalent among the peoples 
of non-Vedic civilisation. It must have involved some sort of image
worship. With the assimilation of this image-worship, the word PUjana 
also must have been assimilated in the language of the Aryans. In later 
times not only did Piijana become popular and was a more prevalent form 
of worship among all the classes of-people but even in pure Yajana or sacri
fices image-worship was brought in one form or another. For example. 
the Piijana of Gal)apati acquired its priority in every type of Yajana. 

D. R. Bhandarkar l deals with the problem of non-Vadic sects in 
some detail in his • Some Aspects of Ancient Indian Culture'. In this 
work. he draws upon archaeological research as well as literary works like 
Vedas. Brahma.l)as, Siitras, Pitakas and Agamas. There he shows the 
origin of Saivism to lie in the non-Vedic Vratya cult. Similarly according 
to him Jainism and Buddhism have their origin in a Vnala tribe. This 
tribe had its own independent civilization and stubbornly resisted the 
imposition of Brahma.l)ic culture by the Aryans. This tribe chiefly resided 
in the south-east part of the country which is now known as Bihar and 
which is the birth-place of Jainism and Buddhism. In fact he has ably 

discussed the relation of the non-Vedic cultures with that of Vedic ones , 
1. Mohenjo-Daro and the Indus Valley Civilisation by John Marshall. 

Vide. description of plate No. XIl-17. 

2. Indo-Aryan and Hindi P. 64. 

3. Some Aspects of Ancient Indian Culture, pp. 40-52. 

2 
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and has shown how some of the non-Vedic cults like Yoga and others 
were assimilated in the Vedic cult. 

The findings of D. R. Bhandarkar strengthen the older hypothesis 
of Winternitz pertaining to the independent origin of the SramaJ;la sects. 

Winternitz has discussed the problem in some detail in his lectu.res on 
'Ascetic Literature in Ancient India'.1 He has paid tributes to the scholars 
like Rhys Davids, E. Leumann and Richard Garbe who combated the older 
view of Vedic origin of the SramaJ;la sects. His chief grounds are the 
constant occurrences of the term ~ramal)a-BrahmaJ;la in Buddhist Pitakas 

and Asoka's inscriptions, as well as in legends, poetical maxims and parables 
found in the Mahabharata as well as in Pural)as. He closely examines 
the Pitr-Putra SaITIvada, Tuladhara-Jajali Samvada, Madhubindu parable 
and other such SariIvadas and compares them with their different versions 
found in Jaina Agamas and Buddhist Jatakas. Thus after examining 
thoroughly the different passages referring to Asceticism and showing 
their contrast with those referring to retualism, he concludes! "The origin 
of such ascetic poetry found in the Mahabharata and the PuriQas' may 
have been either Buddhist or Jaina or the parallel passages may all go 
back to the same source of an ascetic literature that probably arose in 
connection with Yoga and Sankhya teachings".' The Sailkhya and Yoga 
schools, as we have seen above, might have been non-Vedic in origin. When 
some of the Vedic Brahmal)as were convinced of the Nivrttipara path or 
asceticism and left ritualism, the schools which accepted the authorities 

of Vedas anri also the superiority of Brahmal)as by birth got slowly assi
milated in the Vedic cult. Probably amongst SramaJ;la sects the Sailkhya 
was the first to accept the authority of the Vedas and the superiority of 
Brahmal)as by birth and perhilps this may be the reason why we find 
Salikhya teachings reflected in early Upani!iads. 

Whatever may be the case, this brief survey points to one fact and 
that i5 that by the time of Mahiivira. and Buddha, the Sramal)ilS were a 
powerful iufluence affecting the spiritual and ethical ideas of the people. 
By the process of assimilation the Nivrtti outlook became a common ideal 
both among the thinker~ of the earlier Upani~ads as well as among the 

Sramal.l;L 1 hinkers. Howe",er, the 8ramal)a thinkers - J ainas and Bauddhas 
rejected tile authority of Vedas and the superiority of Brahmal,las by 
birth. And their repugnance to animal-sacrifice as a form of worship 
made them socially distinct and proved an antagonistic force with which 
the powerful ami well-established Vedic sects had to contend . 

. --~ -~- ----_. ---
1. Some Problems of Indian Literature, p. 21. 

:to IbId. page ,1,0. 
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Here it may be noted that references in the earlier Buddhist Pitakas 
and Jaina Agamas as well as in Asoka's inscriptions to Sramal)a-Br1ihmal)a 

do not indicate any enmity but imply that both are regarded as respectable. 
It is only in Pataiijali's 111 alziibllii~ya which is later than Asoka that we 
find the compound Sram;uJa-Brahmal)am suggesting· enmity. This may 

be the result of a contest of centuries between Sramal)as and Br1ihmalJas . 

Whether we accept this protestant-theory of the origin and rise of 

the Sramal)as or the theory of their independent pre-Veciic origin. one 
thing is clear that there was a great ferment of SramalJa-though.1 in or 
about the period of the earliest Upani!;ad!' and AralJyakas. i.e. about 800 
B.C. As we have said above the history of Jaina church also does not 
start with Mahiivira but it goes as far back as P1irsva. i.e, 800 B.C. 

The J aina Agamas which are the earliest source for the life and 

teachings of Mabavira p1int to one fact very clearly and that is that the 

jiiiilap"tra Vardhamana had to make his way through a crowd of Sramal)a 
anci Vedic '1'ilihiyas' or • Tirillikas ' .. \nother plint which becomes 
clear from Aglmas is that Vardhamana's method was to harmonize and 
assimilate a<; much of different contending sects a~ W.lS consi<;tent with his 
mlin ideal of Mok~l. This peCUliar trait of \lahflvira's method seems to 
be responsible for giving his school the name and character of Anekiinta
vada and Syadv,lda. The essence of these Vi"ldas lies in harmonizing the 
different ways of thought by reg~rding them as so many different points 
of viewing reality and grasping the truth. This character of Jainism 
explains why throughout its history it has always studied carefully the 
religio-philosophical ideas of other schools and devehped the Anekiinta 
doctrine in relation to the growth of various Dar~anas. 

Thus due to Anek1inta viewpoint the J aina .-Igamas show retlec
tions of the thought of many contemporaneous sects I. There we tind 
that Vaise~ika view was also one of the Nlhnavas 3 . Besides this 
Jaina philosophers did study Vadic and Bllddhist logic deeply. This 
strengthened Jain logic also. The study of Vedic lugic was also to certain 
extent responsible for their close contact with the Nyiiya and Vai,;e~ika 

literature'. This close contact inspired some of the J a'ina scholars to 
write faithful commentaries on some prominent works of N}aya-Vaise~ika 
school. The Saptapadiirthi of Sivaditya being one of the most prominent 

1. Vide, Bhiirati a research bulletin of the College of lndology, 
No.3. pp. 110 and onwards. (B.H.U .• Varanasi ). 

2. Ibid, p. 116. 

3. For detail ibid pp. 117 and onwards. 



works of the day is included in their list 1. We know that though 

VaiSe!iikas are known as ~atpad1i.rtha-Vadins in the world of Indian 

philosophy this was the first work to state Sapta-padarthas of Vaise!?ikas. 

Of course Vaise!?ikai had accepted Abhiiva as an independent category long 

ago but as stated Sivaditya was the first scholar to include it in the 

list of Padarthas. 

Siviiditya - the author of Saptapadiirlhi. 

As to the date of Sivaditya it is almost certain that he came before 

Vyomasiva'. the author of the Vyomavati a famous commentary on the 
Prasastapadabhii!?ya of PrasastapfLda. Sivaditya is not identical with this 

VyomaSiva 3 • because Sivaditya includes Sabdapramal)a in Anumana while 

VyomaSiva recognises it as an independent Pramal)a and enumerates 

three Pramal)as. He gives his own arguments and tries to prove that 

Vaisesikas also accepted three pramal)as which is against the VaiSe!?ika 

tradition. Sivaditya wrote also the Lak~al)amala. which was quoted and 

refuted by Gailgesa (1150-12\10 A.D.). Sivaditya is also quoted by Srihar!?a 

in his KhawJanaklla1Jliakhiidya and Gangesa quotes Srihar!?a. Thus it is 
obvious that Srihar!?a is enteri'Jr to Gailgesa and Sivaditya is anterior 
to Srihar~a.. Now Srihar!?a was a contemporary if not anterior to Bhatta 
Nariiyal)a as it is evident from Gobhila.grh}a.siHrabh~ya6 of the latter. 

He was also anterior to Bhasarvajii.a6 who followed him in his Nyayasara' 

on the section of fallacies. Udayana. too seems to follow in a way 

Sivaditya in his Lak!?al)iivali when he recognises Abhiiva as an independent 

category. He enumerates Padarthas as Bhava and Abhava. Bhava 

Padarthas are six and Abhflva is the 7th which is of four types. Thus 

he accepted the conception of Seven categories as proposed by Sivaditya. 

All these facts considered together lead us to the conclusion that 

Sivdditya lived about 950 A.D. 

1. For detail vide. Saptapadiirthl. introduction. p. X of C.S.S., 
published in 1934:. 

2. Ibid p. X and XI. 

3. V. S. Ghate in his introduction to Sa ptapadarthi following Late 

M. M. VindhyesvaripraSii.da Dvivedi confuses Sivaditya with VyomaSiva
carya. Vide. his lntro. p. ~ (NS. 1919). 

4. Ed. C.S.S. p. 176. 

5. Vide, l.H Q. X.l. 

Ii. Vide. Ed. Vidyabhu~al)a. Intro. p. 7 -a. 
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Commentaries on Saptapadarlhi. 

There are many commentaries on the Saplapadiirlhi of Sivliditya but 
following five are the important ones as accepted by scholars-

( i) Jinavardhani by Jinavardhanasuri the high priest of the Kharatara 
Gaccha from 1406 A. D. to 14]9 A. D. as indicated below. 1 

(ii) Mitabhii~i1.'i by Madhava Saraswati. Ms dated 1523.2 

(iii) Padarlhacandrikii by Se~nanta son of Se~a Sanlgadhara before 
A.D. 1459 as indicated by the MS.3 and after Madhavacarya whose 
nhiiluvrtli has been quoted in it.' 

(IV) Sisubodhini by:Bhairavendra about 6 1500 A.D. and. 

( V) Balabhadrasandarbha by Balabhadra of unknown date. He was 
probably the father of Padmanabha Misra (lith Cen.). the author 
of the KiralJavalibhaskara (Ed. Benares). 

Out of these live commentaries the Padartllacandrika by Se?ananta 
was edited by V. S. Ghate and was published in U!l9 by the Nirnaya
sagar Press. The same was once again edited by Narendrachandra 
Bhattacarya and was published in Calcutta Sanskrit Series in l!l34. The 
latter also edited the BalaMadrasandarblia and was published in the 
same series in the same year. The Mi'abllii~ini which is considered 
to be the oldest commentary was edited by Syt. A. M. Bhattacarya and 
was published io C.S.S. in 1934. The editors of Piidarthacandrika, 

Balabhadr"sandarbha and .'II 'tabhii~ini frequently quote Jinavardhani 
in their notes. The editor Syt. Narendracandra Bhattacarya writes "The 
commentary of Jinavardhana has been of spe!=iaJ help to me from which 
important extracts have been occasionally quoted' " Many reliable MSS 
of the Jinava,dhani are also available but surprisingly till now it is oot 
edited by anyone. This inspired me to edit this famous old commentary. 

j '"avardhanasari. 

j'nQvardJJanaS{4ri. the author of jinavarclhani on Saptapadiirthi was 
the successor of Jinarajasuri of Kharataragaccha and remained the high 

1. Also vide. Ed. Vijtanagaram Series, Intro. to Mitabha~iDi p. 2. 

2. Ibid. Iotro. p. 2. 

3. Tarkasangraha G.O.S. Intro. 

4. Ed. Vedaotatirtha, Padarthacandrika. p. 97. C.S.S. VIII. 

5. Tarkavagisa, Nyiiyaparicaya Intra. p. 21. 

5. Vide, Ed. SaplapadiirtlJi C.S.S. Preface. p. 1. 
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priest of the sect from 1406 A.D. to 1419 A.D. Then he wa.s deposed 

on account of his having transgressed one of the VOW5 1• This date is also 

confirmed by the fact that a MS of Udayana's Tiilparyaparisuddhi 
belonging to Deccan College Collection (now in the possession of 

B.O.R.I.) ha.s at the end the remark (in a modern handwriting) thus

~'Ii'{ 'IY"'I CJiii ~mnR~ ~-iif':or;{{1~q~ dtf~",<iqil~art a~ I V.S. 1471 

corresponds to 1414 A.D. 

As the date of !\lfidhavacarya, the author of Mitabhiisi~li is not known 

it is not yet decided that whether he was prior to Jinavardhanasiiri or 

not. From the Jinavardhani als') we do not get any evidence that he 
follows M itabhasi~li. On the contrary sometimes Jinavardhana to sbow 

his originality interprets some passages quite differently than others, e.g. 

the diftnition of Pramal)a in Saptapadarthi is: ~qrmrro~,,~w '5Urrarq, I 
and all the Commentators s.we Jinavardhana take SlQrSmtrolilR3W '5Imarq, 
SI'l'nil a:!ll'rtt:-a{~;r;:Ii{: f:{" ~.::rRJ'li \~a'l. ffit. SlijrariiJ~~q: III But surprisingly 

Jinavardhana not accepting the traditional meaning of 3f~)q..olfCI'R.3ii 

interprets as follows: Slifll'l «~ mll: «;<r;q: ~;{ «i{ o1i<iRiJii' ~n:rlJ. I is 
We know the traditional mf'aning of an~" as ~It{f but not of ~"f?mit 

as OIfIta. o~n~it means ~!lq but giving up the traditional meaning he 

interprets o,{1R:3." as fCJ~ar 3f~F-3ii'-nro~GJ o!l1tCi and perhaps wants to 

show that there is no necessity of taking tile reading as '5I1JTS~)11. Even if 

the Slms~rr reading is taken it can also give the meaning. However we 

submit here that the interpretatjon of Jinavardhanasiiri is somewhat 

farfetched yet it show;; his originality. However on the whole be is a 

faithful ·commentator. This can be proved from the interpretation of the 

Mangala: verse where he has vehemently proved the existence of God 

although he is a Jaina. 4 Similarly in proving Abhflva as an independent 

catagory he strengthens tht> arguments of ~ivii.ditya. 

Editing. 

There are good many MSS of JinavardhanJ and Saptapadiirilli in 
the different MSS collections of different Uhandaras. I have here used 

only two MSS of the jinail"rdllani belonging to the collection of Lalbhai 
Dalpatbhai Bbartiya Sanskriti Vidyamandir, Ahmedabad. Both tbese MSS 

1. Vide, Ed. Saptapadiirthi by V. S. Gbate. Intro. p. 7~ 

2. Vide, Saptapadarthi (C.S.S.) p. 73. 

a. Vide the text p. 64. 

4. Ibid p. 2. 
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are comparatively quite legible and correct. Therefore I have not used 
other MSS. In editing Saptapadarthi I have taken help of the previously 
edited texts: (1) edited by V. S. Ghate and published by Nirnayasagar 
Press, Bombay (191~) and (2) edited by N. C. Bhattacharya and A. M. 

Bhattacharya and published in Calcutta Sanskrit Series (1934). However 

in Saptapadarthi I have mainly accepted the readings of the two MSS 

with Ji1lat'ardhani because Jinavardhana has accepted those readings and 
had commented upon them. The MSS are styled as ar, and ar ,. The 

particulars of these MSS are as follows-

(1) a:r 'I : L, D. Bharatiya Sanskriti Vidyamandir, Muoiraja Shri Punya

vijayji's Collection No. 14~:l. Folios 2d. Lines 17 on each side of the 
folio, Each line contains 56 letters. Measure in centimetre is as follows-
29·5 X 11·2 Date of writing-VS. 1529. 

(2) <If .. : This also belongs to the' same collection No. 1440. Folio 23. 

line 19 on each side of the Folio. Each line contains 72 letters. 
The MS is incomplete by one folio. The measure in centimetre is 
29.8 x 11·5. Date of writing is not available but from the mode of 
script it is comparatively older than the former. 

The printed text published by Nirnayasagar Press and edited by 
late V. S. Ghate is styled as r.r and of the Calcutta Sanskrit Series is 

styled as ~. 

I am highly thankful particularly to Muni Shri Punyavijayaji and 
Pt. Dalsukh Malvania, the Director of Lalbhai Dalpatbhai Bharatiya 
Sanskriti Vidyamandir, for helping and encouraging me in this work. In 
fact without their encouragement this work could not have been edited 
and seen the light of the day. I also thank Pt. Ambalal P. Shah for 

correcting the proofs. 

Upaleta 
11-5-63 

.1. S. Jetly. 
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